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OF PHARMACY

The mediaeval attitude to science arose out of assimilation of an
cient Greek and Arab concepts with only a few attempts at empirical
studies and direct observations of nature. Treatises and commentaries
circulating in manuscript were the sole form of dissemination of knowl
edge.
It was not until the Early Renaissance that Man discovered Nature
in all its richness and plunged into investigating it. This gave rise to
new truly empirical and experimental methods of studies, being in sharp
contrast with the traditional scholastic approach and a mystic under
standing of the world.
In his thirst for knowledge Man treated Nature not as a passive
object of contemplations but as an unusually rich source which, once
understood and investigated, would reveal all of its wealth. Misteries of
Nature and their discovery got to the forefront of scientific research
which was also engaged in rearranging and revising the earlier evidence
based on classical and mediaeval sources. This period is particularly
fascinating as the time of settling accounts with the earlier experience
and discovering new territories and tools of scientific development such
as invention of printing.
All this stoked intellectual imagination and fermented the drive for
learning and investigating the unknown.
The first printed books on natural history date back to the 15th
century. Those are mostly primitive compilations putting together
fragments of mediaeval manuscripts. Invention of engraving technique
permitted to illuminate the text, though such illustrations were, for the
most part, the fruit of the artist’s fancy and not an image of life. In-
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formation concerning nature was chiefly recorded for the practical needs
of medicine and agriculture.
Medical treatises written in Latin had a limited circulation as text
books among a small group of physicians and apothecaries. People of
medical profession confined to the cities and towns where the scanty
pharmacies could be found were unable to cope with spreading disease
and epidemies. Most of the people had to take care of themselves or
resort to the advice of* quack doctors and mountebanks. Folk medical
knowledge was a general source of information passed on from gener
ation to generation. Its dissemination was made easier as herbals
appeared at that time. Those were the first medical and botanical print
ed books of encyclopaedic nature. They could hardly be called scientific
in the present-day sense of the word since the concepts of the Middle
Ages and Early Renaissance were rather aimed at rearranging and pop
ularizing of what had already been known. Nevertheless, such books
were signs of the times and an important’ step on the way to science.
THE ROLE OF H ERBA LS IN SPREA D IN G M EDICAL KNOW LEDGE
THE

M A IN Z

HERBALS

FRO M

T H E E N D O F T H E 15TH C E N T U R Y
C O M P E N D IA O N D R U G S

AS

E N C Y C L O P A E D IC

A great number of hand-written herbals date back to the time in'
between the Antiquity and the 15th century. Based on the texts by
Greek, Roman and Arab authors and lacking originality they were
hardly a contribution to the scientific progress. Nevertheless, at least
some of them are worth mentioning. We shall point out three Venetian
manuscripts whose novelty lay in naturalistic illustrations so pains-takingly copied by the authors of later printed herbals. The first of the
three appeared c. 1390. It was an Arab medical-botanical treatise written
by Serapion the Younger (c. 800) and translated into Italian by a Pa
duan monk Jacobo Filippo. 1 Some of the illustrations are so realistic
that one could easily attribute them to a much later date.
Benedetto Rinio compiled the second of these manuscripts, an im
portant guidebook for herbalists at the time of great chaos in botani
cal nomenclature. Andrea Amati, a painter of little fame, illuminated the
manuscript with a wealth of 500 full-page drawings of plants bespeak
ing the artist’s talent for much more subtle observations of nature than
those of any earlier illustrator.
The third of the Venetian herbals written in Belluno, the Venetian
, 1 T his m a n u scrip t, now in th e B ritish M useum , fo rm e rly w as in th e
possession of th e fam ous Bologna n a tu ra list, U lisses A ld ro v an d i (1522-1605).
(W. B lunt, T he A r t of B otanical Illu stra tio n , L ondon, 1950, p. 26.)
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Alps, must date from the beginning of the 15th century. The names of
both its author and the artist who made illustrations remain unknown.
The text is almost fully borrowed from Dioscorides.
The realism of the miniatures in the Venetian herbáis, drawn or
painted by hand, is an obvious advance in the art of illuminating books
on natural history. This line will be developed in the first woodcuts
decorating the German herbáis of the end of the 15th century. As to the
contents of the texts they conservatively adhere to all the out-dated
traditions,» of the mediaeval medical and botanical knowledge.
Herbarium by Apuleius Placotonicus (or pseudo-Placotonicus ) 2 is the
earliest printed herbal published in Rome most likely in 1481. In the
forword the author mentions the Monte-Cassino manuscript over
a thousand years old as a source-book for his Herbarium. This treatise
of no special importance combines medicinal formulae with description
of herbs.
Soon afterwards three printed books came out in Mainz that were
to have a strong influence on the future of pharmacy. Those were the
Latin Herbarius (1484), the German Herbarius (1485) and Ortus (Hortus)
Sanitatis (1491). The first two of them must have been based on earlier
manuscripts though the evidence of such borrowings can be found only
when these herbáis are compared with the texts by Apuleius or with
the ancient Greek and Roman originals.
Latin Herbarius
Published by Schôffer in 1484, the Latin H erbarius 3 was compiled
out by earlier materials taken from mediaeval manuscripts or from some
classical and Arab texts. It chiefly contained descriptions of the local
plants growing wild and cultivated in Germany together with simple
drugs. This was a typically anonymous book; neither is the artist
known, whose illustrations though charming and well proportioned were
drawn not from nature but from some unmentioned source. The author
seems to be unfamiliar with the herbal by Apuleius, as there is no
reference to him in the book. There is also every reason to believe that
the Latin Herbarius first appeared in manuscript. It should be noted
2
»still e a rlie r publication is th e in c u n ab u lu m b y B arth o lo m eu s A nglicus,
b r o u g h llo u t c. 1470. It w as a b o ta n ica l encyclopaedia e n title d L ib e r de p ro p rieta tib u s - Vertim. • T h e book w e n t into as m a n y as tw e n ty fiv e p rin tin g s till th e
close of th e 15th ce n tu ry . T he tre a tis e contained descrip tio n s of p la n ts a n d th e ir
m edicinal application. A n o th er bo tan ical p rin te d w o rk w as Das B u ck d er N a tu r
by K o n rad or C u n ra t v on M agenberg (A ugsburg, 1475).
5 It w as also k now n as H erb ariu s in L atino, A g g reg ato r de sim plicibus,
H erb ariu s M oguntinus, H erb ariu s P a ta v in u s. I t should b e n o ted th a t b o th th is
h erb a l an d th e oth er tw o discussed in th e p re se n t p ap e r, w e re p u b lish ed in
M ainz, th e b irth p la c e of p rin tin g , w h ere books w e re p rin te d as f a r back as
1440-1450.
17 — O r g a n o n 16
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that woodcuts often served for decoration rather than illustration of
the text and the same wood blocks would be used in printing more
than one publication giving rise to misinterpretations of the author
ship. So the authorship of the first version of Herbarius was attribut
ed to Arnoldus de Villa Nova, a physician who lived in the 13th
century, for the front page of the earliest print is illuminated with an
engraving showing Avicenna and Arnoldus and both their names are
quoted further in the book. 4
The Herbarius was published for the practical needs of the day. It
provides prescriptions for the preparation and administration of simple
drugs obtained from wild and cultivated herbs in Germany. Descriptions
of herbs and their woodcuts are arranged alphabetically.
German Herbarius
The Latin Herbarius, translated into various languages, went into
several printings in Bavaria, the Netherlands, Italy and, probably, in
France, but it never acquired the significance of the second Mainz
herbal. The German Herbarius 5 appeared quite independently one year
later as another P. Schoffer’s publication and has been wrongly con
sidered 6 a translation of the Latin Herbarius. A. Arber 7 believes that
the medical part was written by Johann von Cube, a physician from
Frankfurt, according to indications of the anonymous author. There is
a hypothesis ascribing the authorship to von Breydenbach who was
- a great traveller and observer of plants. He was accompanied by the
artist Rewich who must have drawn the 350 specimens of plants
illustrating the book.
The German Herbarius was another resolute step forward as it con
tained personal observations of the author, the most significant of
which was his statement that many of the plants described by the an
cient Greek and Roman authors did not grow an Germany. This brings
one very close to a critical approach to the choice of the herbs to be
described. Another feature instrumental to the scientific progress is
a great number of beautifully executed realistic drawings of plants
illustrating the text. Most of the delicate woodcuts undoubtedly re
produced the drawings made from life. The first prints of the book were
even coloured. Those woodcuts became a model of book illustration for

4 T his suggestion can be fo u n d in A. A rb e r’s H erbáis, th eir O rigin and
E volution, C am bridge, 1953, p. 22.
5 T he m ore often used synonym ous titles a re H erbarius z u T eu tsch , G art
d er G esundheit, th e G erm an O rtus sanitatis, T h e sm aller O rtus, C ube’s H erbal.
• B lunt, op. cit., (th ird edition), p. 35.
7 A rber, op. cit., p. 22.
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many years to come. They were often reproduced and copied in many
foreign editions.
The author’s medical concepts proceed from the hypothesis of 4 ele
ments and 4 laws of Nature. He describes 435 medicinal plants and
medical utensils to be found in apothecaries. The German original was
soon translated into many foreign languages. The English translation
was published by E. G. Tucker (1485, Augsburg) within a few months
of the appearance of the original.
Ortus Sanitatis
Ortus (Hortus) Sanitatis, the third of the Mainz herbáis, was pub
lished by Johann Meydenbach in 1491. This was a most popular and
widely quoted book that went through several editions and served as
a common source of compilations. Ortus is a much larger volume em
bracing not only plants but also a significant part of the animal king
dom: some of the mammals, fish and birds, as well as minerals and
materia medica. The text is a Latin modification of the German Herbarius.
Ortus stands out for its more extensive and detailed description of
medicinal properties of herbs. It is richly illuminated with two thirds
of the illustrations borrowed from the German Herbarius. Unfortu
nately all illustrations are reduced—with the exception of the first edition
where they are full-page—and erroneously identified. As to the wood
cuts made especially for Ortus, th o se 1representing local plants are real
istic enough, while others are mainly or fully drawn from imagination . 8
The best of them are shown on the front page.
Latin editions of the Mainz herbáis appeared all over Europe. Later
they were used as models by translators compiling herbáis in their
mother tongues.
P O L IS H H E R B A L S

The Polish treatises on plants and herbs are hardly at all known in
the world literature. Suffice it to say that the most comprehensive
English historical monograph Herbáis, their origin and evolution by
Agnes Arber discussing the herbáis printed in between 1470 and 1670
contains no mention of the Polish books on the subject. 9

8 F o r instance, th e w oodcut show ing a n arc issu s
steping out of it. It is m ost lik ely a sym bol of th e
y o u th w ho fell in love w ith his ow n reflection.
9 No m en tio n can be found e ith e r of la te r e n tire ly
a s H erbarz P olski b y M arcin of U rzędów p roduced in 1595
S yreniusz, 1613.

w ith h u m a n fig u re s
fa te of th e le g en d a ry
o rig in al h erb a ls such
o r H erbarz b y S zy m o n
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Thus one may have a distorted idea of the state of pharmaceutical
knowledge in Poland of the period as compared with other European
countries. To fill in this gap let us have a brief description of Polish
herbáis.
Jan Stanko, physician and professor of the Cracow Academy in the
end of the 15th century, was a great expert on herbs. He brought out
a huge manuscript under the title of Antibolomeum in 1472. It is a Latin-Polish Lexicon in three volumes, of which the last two were com
piled by J. Stanko himself. Out of a total of 523 plants described in
the manuscript, 433 are native forms and the remaining 90—the foreign
ones. This is altogether a huge number for those days. But Stanko’s lex
icon, though a herbal of European standard, had little Social effect
as it never came out in printed form.
The old est 10 among herbáis printed in Polish is Stefan Falimirz’s
On Herbs and Their Power ...u , published in Cracow in 1534. The
Polish edition was thirty years behind the earliest European publica
tions. The credit for its appearance should be given not so much to
Falimirz, the author, but to the famous Cracovian printer, Florian
Ungler. Being well versed in the world of literature, Ungler felt the
urge to produce for public use a Polish medical-botanical encyclopaedia.
His encyclopaedia was no more original than the herbáis published
in other countries. It was likewise a translation and compilation based
on the Mainz herbáis, namely the Latin version, of Herbarius (149
chapters) and Ortus Sanitatis (60 chapters) as well as on one more un
identified source. This herbal ,is a comprehensive study covering the
whole information on medicinal herbs used in Poland in the first half
of the 16th century, for alongside with a collection of borrowed texts
in translated, modified and abridged form, it contains some personal
observations of Falimirz as well as data on the geographical distribution
of certain plants. A great achievement of Falimirz was also introduction
of Polish terminology, the most part of which has survived to the
10 I t w as preceded b y only one la te m ed iaev al m ed ical h an dbook, p u b lish ed
in L a tin in 1532 b y F. U ngler, C racow ; com p ilatio n b y Szym on of Łowicz, th a t is
A e m iliu s M acer de h erb a ru m v irtu tib u s, cu m veris fig u r is herbarum . T his w as
a p o p u la r h andbook of folk m edicine co n tain in g a L a tin te x t d escribing in
v e rse ab o u t 80 h erb s to g e th er w ith a sh o rt v o ca b u la ry of P o lish nam es of
m edicinal plan ts. Szym on’s nom en clatu re, criticized b y th e connoisseurs of th e
subject, covered less th a n 80 herbs, w h ile F alim irz' described 262 m edicine
p la n ts in his H erbal.
11 T he book has no title and is com m only q u o te d as On H erbs and T h eir
Power... Józef R ostafiński follow s th e h isto ric al tra d itio n re fe rrin g to it as
U n g ler’s G ard en of H ealth . T itles of in d iv id u al c h a p te rs: On H erbs and T h eir
Pow er; O n M aking T in ctu res of H erbs; O n P reparing Oils; On F oreign St uf f ;
O n A nim als; On B irds and Fish; O n Precious Stone; On XJrine; O n Pulse
B eat and other S y m p to m s; O n C hildbirth, O n C upping and B loodletting; O n
T este d D rugs and others.
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present day. He was also the first to use woodcuts made from life, thus
heralding the trends of Renaissance in Polish writing on natural history.
Most of the illustrations were reprinted from Ortus Sanitatis which
points to the German Herbarius as their possible source.
Later, in 1542, Hieronim Spiczyński produced a revised version of
Falimirz’s book titled On Native and Foreign Herbs and Their Power ...,
and in 1568 it appeared again as Herbal—that Is Description of Local,
Foreign and Oversea Plants .., edited by Marcin Siennik.
NEW ADVANCES IN N A TU R A L H ISTO RY IN T H E F IR S T H A LF
O F T H E 16TH CENTURY
H ER B A L B Y OTTO B R U N PE LS

The herbals produced by Otto Brunfels and Leonhart Fuchs in the
first half of the 16th century were true signs of progress. One could
trace their ancestry to the Venetian and German herbals, but their
great novelty was in the beauty and naturalism of woodcuts on which
plants looked as the living image of themselves. The text also under
went changes. Trying to arrange the plants systematically the authors
based their classification not on the descriptions often deficient due to
inaccuracy of the botanical terminology but on the drawings. Their pre
cision associated with a highly artistic execution made the drawings the
most sure tool of identification of plants in nature. This approach placed
the artists next to the authors as co-creators of the book, which was in
line with the major intellectual and artistic tendencies of the Renais
sance.
.
The greatest artists such as Leonardo da Vinci and Albrecht Dürer
turned to Nature and Man, producing marvelous studies from life. Dü
rer, who had an enormous influence on the art engraving as a whole,
was a true student of Nature in his artistic work . 12
• It was in this favourable atmosphere that Otto Brunfels 13 convinced
a well-known artist Hans Weiditz to cooperate with him over the Her
barium Vivae Eicones. 14 Making his illustrations unusually true to life
and artistic, Hans Weiditz (vel Johannes Guidictus) became a co-author
of the book, whose very title—Live Portraits of Plants—emphasizes the
importance of this new approach. Nature was the only “source of- in-

-- - - - - - - - - - - P
12
J. B iałostocki, A lb re c h t D ürer ja ko pisarz i te o re ty k sztu k i, W rocław ,
1956, p. 82.
18
T. A. S prague, T h e H erbal o f O tto B ru n fels, “T h e Jo u rn a l of th e L in n e an
Society in L ondon” X LV II, B otany (1928), 320, p. 83.
14
O. B runfels, H erb a riu m V iva e Eicones, 1530; 2nd ed., 1532; 3rd ed.,
1539. Id., N ovi H erbarii, T om us II, 1531; 2nd ed., 1536. T o m u s H erbarii O thonis
B ru n fe lsii III, 1536; 2nd ed., 1540.

f
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spiratian” lor Hans Weiditz. As Wilfrid Blunt rightly pointed out in his
book The A rt of Botanical Illustration, never had beauty been sio close
to scientific scrutiny.
Weiditz portrayed plants from life with his own hand, while the
woodcuts were carved from his drawings by a group of craftsmen and
apprentices under his supervision. There is a point of view attributing
the drawings to Brunfels himself, but it has been refuted by T. A. Spra
gue. 15
Otto Brunfels (Brunfelsius), priest, theological writer and later phy
sician, came from Mainz, the right place for a person with botanical
interests. The Mainz herbals were a highly probable source of in
spiration for his innovate book.
The superb illustrations made the text of the book less important
and second-rate. Brunfels saw his major task in comparative studies of
plants known to him from his personal experience with those described
in the literature of Antiquity. Most precise drawings from life allowed
him to discard a number of species that had been taken formerly for
Middle-European ones. He also described many new plants unknown
heretofore . 16 His success as a taxonomist was partly due to the line of
his studies—unlike his predecessors Brunfels showed no interest in
practical medicinal application of plants.
The first volume of Herbarium Vivae Eicones appeared in 1530, the
second—a year later, while the third came out posthumously in 1536.
The first print as well as later editions of the whole book are in
Latin . 17
y
Brunfels’ botanical knowledge chiefly results from studying Italian
authors, Manardus for one, who were engaged in identifying the plants
described by Dioscorides with those native for their neighbourhood.
Brunfels followed in their foolsteps when studying the flora in the en
virons of Strasbourg. He had not the slightest idea, however, of the geo
graphical distribution of plants, namely that different regions may have
different flora. This is all the more strange that even Theophrastus
realized that certain provinces of Asia had endemic plants unknown in
other parts of the world.
Brunfels’ text was based in the first place on excerpts from Diosco
rides and other classical authors such as Apuleius Placotonicus, the Arab
--------------

<

15
T his opinion w as advanced in 1919 b y A. H. C h u rch in his w o rk
B ru n fe ls and Fuchs. J. Bot. 1919, 223-244 (see S p rag u e, op. c i t, p. 83).
11
A com plete list of species d iscrim in ated by B ru n fels ca n be seen in
S prague, op cit., p. 80.
17
T he G erm an editions a p p e ared in 1531
an d
1534 as C o n tra fa yt
K reiiterbuouch, w hile th e second ed itio n of th e p osthum ous volum e cam e o u t
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physicians Serapion, Mesue, Avicenna and Rhazes and the Italian bot
anists of the 15th and early 16th century, the above Nicolaus Monardes
among them. The text made use of contemporary nomenclature and
classification. The latter proceeded rather from vegetative characteristics,
the general outlook and medicinal properties of a plant than from its
inflorescent structure. In most cases Brunfels was satisfied with the
plant names commonly used by the herbalists. His extremely detailed
and exact descriptions allowed for a very accurate identification. Brun
fels produced an overall description of 260 species of which 40 were
probably new . 18
The new attitude to an encyclopaedic book on natural history plac
ing the main emphasis on realistic drawings as the best means to
identify plants should not screen the significance of the text even
though of inferior quality.
H ER B A L BY LEO N H A R T FUCHS

The herbal compiled by Leonhart Fuchs (Fuchsius, born in Wemding,
Bawaria, in 1501) was published in 1542, in Basel, under the title of
De Historia Stirpium . 19 In this book, again, illustrations are more
valuable than the text and the success of the herbal should be rightly
shared by the author and the three artists, to whom we owe to a great
extent the high standard of the book.
We can find their portraits in the volume. They were Albrecht Mayer
who made drawings of plants from life, Fullmauer who transferred the
drawings onto the woodcuts, and Vert Rudolf Spechle who did the
carving. De Historia Stirpium has twice as many woodcuts as the book
by Brunfels.
L. Fuchs started preparations for printing his herbal sometime
around, but not later than 1540. This was already in Tübingen where he
arrived as professor of medicine and the head of the chair at the Uni
versity. The assumptions he proceeded from were different from those
of his predecessors. Without underestimating the practical tasks of the
herbal, L. Fuchs believed that the main purpose of a scientist was to
advance the pharmaceutical and medical knowledge. To achieve this he

18 It took less th a n one h u n d re d y ea rs fo r th e n u m b e r of species to h av e
increased enorm ously. T hus, C. B a u h in ’s P in a x T h ea tri B otanici (1623) co n tain s
nam es an d synonym s of c. 6,000 species.
F ro m am ong 265 species described (285 including v arieties), 78, h a d been
identyfied by T heo p h rastu s, 84 b y D ioscorides an d 78 b y m ed iaev al a u th o rs.
D iscrim ination of th e rem a in in g 47 species is a ttrib u te d to B ru n fels as no m en tio n
of th em could be found in e a rlie r w orks (see S prague, op. cit., p. 113).
19 T. A. S prague, E. N elm es, T he H erbal o f L eo n h a rd t F uchs, "T he J o u rn a l
of th e L in n ean Society in L ondon” X L V III, B otany (1931), 325, pp. 545-642.
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used extensively the ancient originals in combination with the contem
porary data improved by means of direct observations of nature and
introduction of realistic plant drawings.
Fuchs held a very low opinion of the pharmacy in Germany in the
early years of the 16th century . 20 In his opinion, lack of fundamental
education made chemists depend on the doubtful advice of women-herbalists. Such ignorance resulted in a growing number of professional er
rors. The task of his herbal was to correct those errors, to indicate prop
er methods for identifying medicinal plants and, thus, to raise the effi
ciency of their therapeutical application.
-,
Fuchs was very consistent in bringing out his by all means signifi
cant treatise. He began with a critical study of the nomenclature in
troduced by ancient Greek authors using Dioscorides’ De materia medico.
as his source book. Next, he presented all medicinal plants known at
his time and set illustrations in order, that is each woodcut was printed
together with the description of a particular plant as an aid providing
additional information. In so doing Fuchs followed his own line of
criticism—he criticised Brunfels for insufficient correlation between the
text and illustrations and for using wrong names of plants. 21 Brunfels'
woodcuts were also of a higher quality. Admitting this, however, one
should bear in mind that Brunfels was a pioneer in this field.
L. Fuchs described about 400 indigenous plants and 100 foreign ones.
His classification was based on pharmaceutical, economic or, sometimes,
phylological principles, while in the nomenclature and taxonomy he
departed from Materia medica by Dioscorides. Fuchs introduced numer
ous personal observations into his descriptions of plants, but they are
so tightly woven into the fabric of the compilatory text that it would
be impossible to segregate them without a close comparison with the
classified originals. Among the source books we can mention Theophra
stus, Dioscorides,' Pliny, Galen, Orbisius, Apuleius, Barbaras, Aemilius
Macer, Valerius Cordus, Hieronim Bock and,, of course, Otto Brunfels.
Though Fuchs identified several new species his text had no special
influence on the development of classification of medicinal plants.
FA C TO R S OF PRO G R ESS IN REN A ISSA N CE PHA RM ACY

The rich intellectual life of Renaissance with its interest in Nature,
the prosperity of cities and development of trade and craft—all these
factors facilitated the advance of pharmacy. There was an ever growing

20 Op cit., p. 552.
21 Op cit., p. 545.
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demand for drugs. There appeared new plant raw materials. There were
signs of great changes and new trends in the search of efficient remedies
as proclaimed by Paracelsus.
It should be noted that a particular aspect of pharmacy was its boarderline position as it combined empirical and scientific knowledge. This
combination and its effect on scientific progress are discussed in Bogdan
Suchodolski’s On the World and Polish History of Science, Introduction
to the History of Polish Science . 22
“In some cases—writes Suchodolski—when there was no need to go
beyond ordinary skills to achieve good results, practice could be a factor
holding up scientific investigations, while in other cases it was practice
that inspired discoveries and innovations.”
The bulk of drugs prepared in apothecaries, the so-called simplicia,
were primitive medicaments of plant rather than animal or mineral
origin. Chemical preparations were extremely rare. The Galenic drugs
were administered in the forms known to the present day as decoctions,
infusions, extracts, oils, syrops, etc. Some drugs had a more complex
composition (composiia) like theriac (gypsy rose)—a mixture of 80 com
ponents.
New trends in pharmacy found expression first of all in transforma
tion of former mediaeval grocery shops into officinae sanitatis. The 16th
century also saw separation of most of the apothecaries from the guilds
they shared with other professions (for instance, pepperers or grocers).
More chemicals were becoming known in pharmacy, chiefly still
minerals but better and better refined. There was also an increased
number of composite medications.
All this accounted for the need of a new type of medical books—phar
macopoeias which at first were binding in particular cities and later—
throughout the country.
Publications of pharmacopoeias as books describing drugs, chemicals,
and medicinal preparations, issued by an officially recognized authority
was a sign of placing increased public demands upon apothecaries.
The authors of pharmacopoeias naturally turned to earlier herbals
as a prototype of encyclopaedia on medicinal plants and drugs. Thus
the early 16th-century herbals were an important feature of scientific
progress, helping to spread the pharmaceutical knowledge. The great
geographical discoveries enriched the stock of raw drugs due to exotic
material, but investigations were devoted not so much to those exotics
unheard of and never mentioned anyway in the works of the writers
of the Antiquity, but to the plants indigenous to a particular region.
22
B. S uchodolski, O n th e W orld and P olish H isto ry o f Science, In tro d u c tio n
to th e H istory of Polish Science, W rocław -W arszaw a-K rak ó w , 1970, p. X V III.
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Another progressive feature was creation and dissemination of folk
vocabulary, chiefly botanical, and, last but not least—use of woodcuts
as illumination of books on natural history. The engravings developed
from mere decorative illustrations loosely oonnected with <the text into
documentary portraits of nature.
A historical analysis shows that the art of plant description was
lagging behind the skill of its illustration. Having evolved in the Middle
Ages as a picturesque but often erroneous image of plants, phylography,
the artistic illustration in a much improved form became an integral
part of the printed Renaissance herbals to develop still later into a tool
of scientific precision.
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